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INTRODUCTION

November 26, 1952.

During the first ttfo weeka of August and intermittently 
through until the first of November mapping was carried out on the 
group of claims known as English I* This group, consisting of 
twelve claims, is located in north eastern English Township. The 
north boundary of this property is the Bartlett English Township line 
and the group is centered on the one mile post on this Iine 0 From 
this point the property extends one claim east, one claim west and six 
claims south, parallel to toiskrat Lake which lies immediately to the 
east*

The property is approximately 38 miles south of South 
Porcupine and can be reached by truck in summer or by snowmobile in 
the winter over dirt roads built by the various lumber companies in 
the area. The group is also accessible by air from Muskrat or Scott 
Lakes. The former is rather small however and Scott Lake, approximately 
l mile to the northwest, provides a ouch safer landing place.

The purpose of this investigation was to assess t he nickel 
potentialities of the area since rocks of ultrabasic origin were 
throught to exist here. Actually this mapping program was carried 
out in conjunction with the mapping of the Bartlett I claims 
immediately to the north and the two groups would normally have been 
considered.as one; however since each group lies in a different mining 
division a separate report has been made for each.

t
The mapping was originally done at^soale of 400' a l" and 

since enlarged to 200' s l" in order to give better detailing* East 
west, picket lines cut at 200-foot intervals and tied in to two north 
south picket lines (the center line and west boundary) were used as 
mapping control.

In conjunction with the mapping a quite intensive stripping 
campaign was carried out. The primary purpose of this stripping was 
to give adequate exposure for mapping purposes since, even though noes 
and overburden cover is generally light, surprisingly fdw good 
exposures are to be found.

A ground magnetometer survey was also run on this property. 

CONCLUSIONS AM) RECCOMMENDATIONS

The talc carbonate rock originally thought to be an ultrabasic 
has on petrographic and chemical analysis proved to be an altered 
basalt. Thus it does not seem reasonable to expect nickel mineral 
ization within or adjacent to this mass.

The alteration which produced the talc carbonate mass has 
apparently been done by solutions rich in magnesia, water and carbon 
dioxidej There is no evidence that these solutions gave use to ore 
minerals or that later solutions were ever present.
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Therefore it does not seem reasonable to expect economic ore 
deposits in this area, or adjacent to it and further work should not 
be undertaken here*

OF FORMATIONS

Post Keewatin

Gabbrop Quartz Gabbro
Talc Carbonate )
Talc Amphibolite)
Quartz Diorite, ^iorite, Gabbro Diorite

Keewatin

Iron Formation and Tuff 
Agglomerate and Tuff 
Rhyolite Porphyry

Generally speaking this area is underlain by a series of 
narrow north south striking formations of volcanic and sedimentary 
origin. The oldest of these is the rhyolite porphyry found in the 
western part of the group. Immediately overlying this is a bejid 
of agglomerate and tuff, Interbanded with the agglomerate and tuff 
is banded iron formation which is apparently very closely related i 
the pyroclastic

age to

Irregular shaped masses of diorite, quartz diorite and 
gabbroic diorite cut all of the above mentioned formations and these 
intrusives are in turn affected by the carbonate alteration which is 
very widespread in the outcrops along the eastern part of the property* 
Apparently later than these intrusives and also the carbonate alteration, 
is a mass of fresh looking gabbro and quartz gabbro which outcrops on 
line 3&KXD S ?00 ft. west of the shore of Muskrat Lake. This mass 
is apparently unaffected by the carbonate alteration which has caused 
varying degrees of carbonatization in all the other formations in its 
immediate vicinity.

later diabase dikes are probably present since at least two 
were found on the Bartlett I property immediately to the north. Sons of 
the rock mapped as diorite does have an ophitic texture but this rook occurs 
in irregular shaped masses rather than in dikes and appears to grade to 
normal diorite without crossing a contact of any kind*

Gjabbrp. Quartz .Gabbro,.

Two outcrops of these rooks were found on line 36+00 6 east of 
the center line. One outcrop is normal gabbro and the other is quartz 
gabbro carrying eyes of blue quartz.
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The rocks themselves are typical medium to coarse grained, dark 
green gabbros made up of pyroxene, greenish feldspar, chlorite some 
pyrite and a little carbonate. The only apparent difference between 
the gabbro and the quartz gabbro is that the latter contains coarse 
eyes of clear bluish quartzo

ffalc Carbonate Alteration

Outcrops showing talc carbonate alteration are plentiful along 
the east side of the north south ridge between line 36+003 and the 
south end of the property. This altered zone extends westward froa 
the edge of the ridge for distances of up to ?00 feet where it meets 
the iron formation horizon.

This alteration is not uniform throughout and it is apparent 
that more than one formation has been affected. On line 54+OOS at 
650 feet east, distinct fragments are visible which ansimilar in 
Size, shape and textural appearance to the fragments found in the 
unaltered agglomerate found further west. Immediately north of this 
fragmental horizon and again on line 74+003 and 82+OOS at approx. 
900 feet east the so-called chicken track texture occurs.

On line 64+003 at approx. 300 feet east numerous quartz veins 
in a stockwork pattern occur in soft, rusty, deeply weathered talc 
carbonate* These samples probably indicate that there were at least 
three pre-existing formations which were altered by the carbonate 
magnesia solutions.

The mineralogy of the talc carbonate rocks is not too complex 
but the proportions of the major constituents do vary quite a bit. 
The pr3dom!nant minerals are talc, chlorite, tremolitic amphibole and 
carbonate.

Thin section analysis of three specimens from approx* 700 feet 
east on line 44+003 give percentage compositions as followsi

(D (2) (3)

Tremolite

Chlorite

Talc

Carbonate

Magnetite

Leucoxene

Limonite

5036

3056

1856

20J6 

3056

1056

Tremolite 

Chlorite 

Quartz 

Talc 

CarboUAt* r

3056

5)6

3056

25*

Titanite or AniUte

Leucoxene

Pyrite
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In each of the above oases the rock was determined aa an altered 
basic lava.

A chemical analysis of this sane rock was run in order to 
determine the Magnesia content. The detailed analysis is as follows!

Silica (Si02) 47,72 

Alumina (Al^, TiOg, PaOj, M^O^ etc.) 10.02

Ferrie Oxide (Total Iron) (Fe203 ) 11.24

Lime (CaO) 3.30

Magnesia (MgO) 19.63

Water (HjjO) 5.24

Carbon Dioxide (COa) 1.10

98.25

This analysis checks quite well with the petrographic one. 
The relatively high silica and aluaina content ie very probably a 
primary feature of the original unaltered rock while the high magnesia 
content probably resulted from alteration of the original rock by 
aegueous solutions. Thus tb" primary rock would be relatively high in 
silica and alumina and probably quite a bit lower in magnesia| ttoater and Carbon dioxide if present at all would be in only very minor 
amounts. Thus the original rock would probably be very close to a 
basalt in composition.

The origin of the talc carbonate mass is undoubtedly hydrothermal i.e. solutions rich in magnesia and carbon dioxide have invaded and altered the pre-existing formations. Proof of this hydrothermal hypothesis can be seen in- (l) the presence of completely altered yet still recognizable agglomerate, within the talc carbonate mass. (2) the mineralogy of the rockj all of the minerals are typically secondary. (3) the high water 
content of the rook as determined chemically (4) the presence of carbonate alteration in at least three different formations (5) the 
abrupt stopping of the alteration at the iron formation band, which would suggest that the iron formation band had acted as a dam to prevent the 
solutions permeating further west.

Structural control of this alteration, except for the damning effect of the iron formation is not evident on surface. However the extent of the alteration certainly indicates that a controlling 
structure must be nearby,.



Tale Amphibolite

One large outcrop of this rock was found between linea 
and AO+OOS at approx. 700 feet east of the centre line t

This rock is made up almost entirely of ooarae amphibole crystals 
which are in part altered to talc. To the south this mass is in contact 
with the talc carbonate zone and to the west is a large gabbro outcrop. 
Whether this amphibole is the altered contact phase of the gabbro is not 
certain but it is certainly possible.

Quartz Picritey Diorite. Gabbro Diorite

Numerous outcrops of diorite are found in nearly every part of 
the property. The Quartz diorite is confined to one large outcrop, 
between lines 20+OOS and 28-f OOS at approx. 200 feet east of the centre 
line. The gabbro diorite is more extensive several outcrops being found 
between lines, 34+OOS and 40+OOS on the west side of the centre line.

The quartz diorite is quite light colored medium to coarse 
grained and carries eyes of opalescent quartz where it outcrops on line 
22+OOS, To the south the rock grades to.a darker diorite and is partly 
carbonatized. |

i
The so-called gabbro diorite is a more basic rock characterized 

by abundant greenish feldspar similar to jthat found in the gabbro. This 
rock grudes to a normal diorite without any abrupt change*

i 
i

Outcrops of diorite are quite numerous and the rook is quite 
variable indicating that probably more than one age of diorite intrusion 
is represented. Some the diorite may be correllated with the so-called 
older diorite of the area while some is no doubt related to the quartz 
diorite and gabbro intrusions.

Iron Formation and Uff

Iron formation outcrops are fairly plentiful in this area and 
occur in narrow horizons one of which traverses the entire property 
from north to south forming a broad arc convex to the east.

In the northwestern part of the property three separate bands 
of iron formation occur. Not all of these bands are continuous and 
further south along strike only two bands are found* These two bands 
are reduced to one near the centre of the property and this horizon. 
extends to the south end of the property. In the southeast corner of the 
property there is another iron formation band which starts at'approxo 
700 feet east on line 68+OOS and is continuous from there to the south 
end of the group

The iron formation itself is the black chert banded magnetite 
variety like that found on the Bartlett Township olaim^ immediately to
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the north. Varying amounts of sulphidesj predominantly pyrite occur in 

the iron formation and the weathering of these sulphides gives -tine iron 

formation a rusty appearance nearly everywhere it is seen.

Contemporaneous with the iron formation is a fine grained well 
banded tuff which occurs intorbandod with the iron formation. This tuff 

is generally fairly well mineralized with coarse pyrite.

The iron formation itself is apparently discontinuous as 
magnetically indicated and it seems probable that flfonformation and tuff 

alternate along strike, tuff underlying the areas of low magnetic relief, 

iron formations the high areas,

Agglomerate and Tuff

Outcrops of these rocks are very numerous in this area. Nearly all 

of the central part of the property, from north to south is underlain by 

these rocks. No fine distinction could bo made between the two rooks 

since they occur very intimately interbanded and are of the same age a

The agglomerate is quite distinctive containing angular fragments 

(6" to l" in diameter) which stand* out very clearly on the weathered 

surface. These fragments are of a very uniform composition and nearly 

all of them are porphyritic being very similar to the rhyolite porphyry 
which immediately underlies the agglomerate horizon.

Tuffaceous horizons occur in the agglomerate and this tuffaceous 

material is distinguished from the agglomerate solely on the basis of 

lack of fragments. Other features diagnostic of tuffs i.e. banding etc. 

are not visible.

Rhyolite Porphyry

Outcrops of this rock are found only in the western part of the 
property where numerous good exposures were uncovered.

The rock itself varies from a good distinctly porphyritic 

facies to a fine grained rather fractureless rock. Such a gradation 

would suggest a volcanic origin for the rockc

The rock is fairly hard, weathers a brownish buff color and 

is made up of white feldspar crystals in a dark green chloritic groundmass. 

When not distinctly porphyritic the rock is generally fine grained and 

light green in color,

STRUCTURAL QEQLOGY

The regional strike of the volcanic and sedimentary fonaationa 
of this area is north south. And as delineated by the iron formation

J
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horizon the structure is broadly anticlinal. As shown on the 
accompanying map the strike of the iron formation changes from approx* 
1700 in the northwest to 180* on line 5CH-OOS to approx. 2000 in the 
southwest corner of the property. Underneath the iron formation the 
agglomerate and rhyolite porphyry appear to conform with this structure.

No direct evidence of drag folding in the iron formation was 
seen but indirectly such folding is indicated in the southeast corner 
of the property. Here the iron formation thickens considerably and bulgee 
quite sharply to the east. This shapo Could readily be explained by 
drag folding.

Shearing in the agglomerate strikes approx. east west; varying a 
few degrees either way. This shearing is not strong and in many oases was 
determined solely on fragment elongation. A variation from the east west 
directions is found in tho pouthern two claims.where a northeaoterly 
striking 510ne of schisted tuff was found. However tuff is so readily 
motaworphosed that thie shearing is probabl;;- of little significanco.

Faulting is not directly Indicated but there is evidence that 
faulting has occurred in this area. Tlie abrupt truncation of the iron 
formation bands adjacent to line 70+OOS certainly suggests faulting. 
And a northeasterly trending fault here oould account for the displacement 
of the southern iron formation band to the east as well as accounting 
for the lack of talc carbonate alteration south of line 7CH-OOS. There 
is not hwever any direct evidence of thie fault in the outcrops in the 
immediate vicinity. Hov/ever further stripping might uncover such 
evidence, since rock exposures are neither large nor plentiful here*

Another possible indication of faulting is the scarp-like nature 
of the entire eastern edge of the ridge which may indicate a major north 
south fault adjacent to the base of the ridge. Such a fault could 
account for tv;o things (l) it could have provided the channelway for the 
solutions which formed the talc carbonate mass and (2) it could explain 
the presence of the talc carbonate along the top and east side of the 
ridge since such u soft, easily weathered rock is not normally expected 
to form cliffs or ridges.

MAGNETIC POPULATION

The magnetic relief in this area is not particularly high, except 
over the iron formation, which naturally has a high magnetic relief, 
However for the most part the area is magnetically low and uncomplicated,

A discontinuous series of magnetic highs mark the iron formation 
bonds. However all of the iron formation is not magnetically high 
and it is probably that magnetically low areas within tha iron formation 
band are underlain by tuff and that there is some pinching and swelling 
in the actual iron formation.

The area underlain by the talc carbonate rock is generally 
higher magnetically than the volcanic formations and locally the diorite



contains concentrations of magnetite which give rise to sraall highs 0

MINERALIZATION

No significant mineralization was seen on this property. Pyrite 
is quite common in the talc carbonate mass and no doubt was formed in it 
at the time of alteration. Similarly quartz veins are fairly numerous 
in parts of the talc carbonate and these too wore probably formed as a 
result of the alteration. There is no reason to suppose that either the 
pyrite mineralization or the quartz veins were formed from introduced 
material, rather it is more logical to believe that they were formed by 
the reconstitution of already existing elements in the original rock. 
Thus it does not seem reasonable to expect a significant amount of ore 
minera]ization here unless one makes the unfounded assumption that 
ore mineralization was present in the original rock.

Sulphide mineralization is coranon and sometimes fairly heavy v 
in the iron formation but never economico

November 26, 1952, Jo M. Allen

End. 
Jm

L
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INTRODUCTION

Twelve claims in Snglish Township, Sudbury Mining Divi*ion, Province of 
Ontario, were staked for the Doninion Gulf Company during toe latter part of May 
195?* Intereat in the erea developed following the discovery of nickel nineral* 
isation in on apparently similar environnent on the B&rtletV-Qeikie olaina a short 
distance to the north-e&et of this group of claims. A band of iron formation 
provided an horizon marker which could be outlined by magnetometric methods and 
traced from the Bartlett-Qeikie urea to the present claim group*

A progr&ri consisting of K (ground magnetometer eurvey and geological napping 
wat proposed. The purpose of tho ground mgnetotoeter survey was to provide evidence 
to pored t the extension of known geological horisons across areas severed by over 
burden, and thus aot ns an aid to ecological napping. Prior to, and during^ the 
field work program, it was believed that the iron formation was in contact with ft 
peridotite intrusive. It VOB expected that the peridotite intrusive night oarry 
nickel, as it had in Hartlett-Geikie, It was expected that the aagnetlo survey 
would dietinguish between the iron formation and the peridotite, and also indicate 
ninor cross faulting which night provide ohannelways for ore bearing solutions*

An Aakania Schroidt-typw wagnetlo balance having a sonsitlvity of about 
?A gammas per scale division, was used in the survey. Readings were taken on 
picket lines 200 feet apart, using a station Interval of 100 feet. In highly 
anomalous areas, Intermediate stations were added. In all, e total of 1354 stations 
wero observed on ?3*9 isiles of picket line.

The magnetic data were obsorved and reduced by a Dominion Oulf Company 
magnetometer craw, and then transmitted to the Toronto office of the Dominion Gulf 
Company for further processing and interpretation* The basic data, together with 
isomagnetic contours and interpretation are presented on a nap at a scale of l inoh 
equals 200 foot, accompanying this report.

SUGARY

The ground magnetometer survey has traced a band of iron formation across 
this property, but did not define any interesting structural conditions* The 
remainder of the property appears to be relatively featureless from a Magnetic point 
of view. Ho further work on this property is recotoasnded.

INTERPRETATION

The aeromagnetic data outlined an anomalous horizon extending southerly fro* 
the Bartlett-Gftlkie claim group, through the Bartlett I olains into this claim group* 
This horizon has been pinpointed and defined by ground magnetometer survey* on each 
of these properties* The nagnotio anomalies are vary similar, consisting of sharp, 
local features which in the aggregate combine to fora a continuous magnetic horlson. 
The individual anomalies nay be eithor strongly positive or negative* In nany oases, 
they appear as "single value" highs or lows, with no indication of the anomaly 100 or 
even 50 feet away. Thus in order to define the individual anomalies it is necessary 
to resort to an extremely tight network of stations. Using the existing grid of 
stations ICO foot apart on picket lines ?00 feet apart, local anomalies on one line 
have been contoured to include anomalies on adjacent lines* It is believed that in



the majority of cases contouring of thia nature is invalid when dealing with this 
type of anomaly. Consequently the trend direction* established by the local 
anomalies o&nnot be roll*' upon* The general formations! trend, however, oan bo 
determined from the dietribution pattern of the individual anomalies*

On this property the isagn tic anon-aly gone trends S 15* K frora the north* 
western corner of the olalw ,roup to the southeastern corner. With the exception 
of this Kona, the claim group IB characterised by generally flat, uniform, 
uninteresting reagnetio horisons. West of tho anomalous *one the general ba0e level 
of the areis 10 about 800 gara AB. Thl0 magnntioally flat area is out by four anoaieliei 
similar to those found In the a-io alous Bone and five other anornnlies vhleh appear to 
be quite dissimilar in character, and are therefore probably caused by other agencies. 
East of tho anomaly gone the b*se level appears to be in exc9 a of 1200 gammas, 
indicating that the material east of tho anomalous sone is different Iron that to the 
west* The eastorn aono is out by six anomalies, all of which art quite different 
from those of the anomalous horizon, and must be considered to be of different origin.

The goology of the claim group was mapped in oonjuaotion with tha ground 
magnetometer survey. From the present information, it would appear that the 
geological sequence roughly follows the areal distribution of rook type* The oldest 
rock, rhyolite porphyry le found along the weetarn boundary of the claim group* 
East of the rhyolite porphyry is an agglomerate, tuff aerie*. Interbedded with the 
agglomerate, tuff horizon, near its eastern limit is a bond of cherty iron formation 
which is apparently very oloeely related to the pyroclastics. Bast of the iron 
fornation along the southeastern boundary of tho elaia group is a gone of highly 
altered rooks which have boon called talc carbonates or talc amphibolite*!. Diorite 
intrusive have out all of the above rock types with tho possible exception of tho 
talc carbonate eone, which has boen found in contact with* but not necessarily out 
by the diorite. Gnbbro has been found apparently intruding tho diorite*

The mngnotlc anomaly aono appears to follow the iron formation horiton 
quite faithfully* It should be noted, however, that in many oases magnetic 
stations reed directly over the iron formation ere not anomalous* and that* 
conversely, several highly anomalous readings were found on outcrops of agglomerate, 
diorite, talc carbonate, and tuff* In the ease of the former, an explanation for 
the lack of anomaly may be found in the composition of tho iron formation. The 
horizon has b on rapped as a lithologioal unit due to its characteristic sedimentary 
appearance* Aa fin exmnple, bedding planes are locally prominent* ^ithin this 
sedimentary horizon ore found small discontinuous lenses of black cherty magnetite. 
Iron in the form of pyrite is also present in considerable quantity, locally. It 
is those small magnetite and pyrite lenses which provide the nans for this 
sedimentary horizon. Obviously the local intense magnetic anomalies are indicative 
of the email lenses of mgnatito scattered throughout the sedimentary horiton, while 
tho so-called "iron formation" corresponding to non-anonaloue portions of the 
horiion nay contain non-aagiyrtio iron in the form of pyrite, but wore often, well 
be nerely a characteristic eedlT-ont, poneibly greywacke, devoid of exeene magnetite*

Evidence for the production of the intense local unorsalies within the 
arglomeratic horlson wes found in one locality, on Lino 66s, 300 feet west of tho 
centre base line* Here, the a-glotnerato fragments oro found in a magnetite matrix* 
It therefore S*OMS possible that the iron formation and agglomerate were formed 
oontervporaneouBly un or Bomewhat sirillur conditions*

Parallel to, and AOO feet west of the anomalous sons, spaced roughly 
2,000 feet apart in a north-south direction, are four magnetic ejrtor*lies which are
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quite similar to those found associated with tha iron formation horiton. All of 
these anomalies ara found in tha agglomerate horison and ara probably tha magnetic 
expression of tha wagnerite matrix surrounding tha aggloineratie fragaents*

Fiv* other anomalies occur ve ;t of tha iron formation borison. Theaa 
anomalies ara quite different from tha typical iron formation anomalies, being 
nuoh less intense, and covering a larger area* Pro* outcrop data, at least two 
of these anomaliaa appear to be intimately related to a contact between the diorite 
intrusive and either agglomerate or rhyolite porphyry. While the other three 
aaaea ure not ao clear out, outoropa in the vicinity of tha anomaliea indicate the 
presence of diorite and agglomerate or rhyolite porphyry, and therefore auggeat 
that the anomalies have been caused by contact alteration*

One particular difficulty with thia hypothesis my be considered. There 
doee not appear to bo any magnetic oontraat between the rhyolite porphyry, the 
diorite, or the agglomerate. The sane Magnetic base level appeara to satisfy all 
three rock types* Therefore one catat aa suns that they contain equivalent aaounta 
of Magnetite. Where then doea tha excess Magnetite acne from to fora the contact 
anoamliea, and why doea part of the contact contain excess nagnetite while Another 
part doea cot T Thia problem doe B not appear to be readily soluble, although i* ia 
poaaibla that selective metamorphism May provide the answer*

Bast of the iron formation, the ra&gnotio baaa level appeara to be sane 
400 gammas higher than that of the western aone. Thia corresponds to the highly 
altered talo carbonate aone shown on the geological map* A chemical analysis of 
thia rook suggests that the original rock was a baaalt, euid thus probably contained 
Mare iron (and consequently, magnetite) than the rhyolite porphyry and agglomerate 
to tha vest*

Six anomalies, slra lar to the contact alteration anoraaliea of the western 
acne, were outlined in thia eastern *ono. In two oases there ia reason to ballet* 
that alteration along the contact between the diorite and talo carbonate la 
responsible for the anontH ies. Overburden cover in the vicinity of the other 
anomalies makes it difficult to determine the cause of the other anomalies, although 
it would appear that contact alteration, together with topographic effects nay be 
responsible.

Very little evidence of structural deformation can be interpreted* Thia may 
be due, in a large part, to the lack of nagneti* detail over the snail lenses of 
magnetite. Since the spacing required for adequately tracing these local 
anomaliea with sufficient accuracy to determine minor faulting and folding would 
be extremely small, it ia doubtful if such work would be Advisable*

There is aooe evidence of broad folding to be found in the rather arcuate 
trace of the Iron formation to the east of the central base line, near Linea 54S and 
780* While it appeero necessary to postulate a fault trending N 70* K through the 
intersection of the central basa line and Line 70S, to satisfy the geological 
evidences, this survey does not provide any grounds for supporting the geological 
interpretation.

Work on this property was initiated with the intention of examining a 
peridotite body for nickel mineralization. The geological riurvey and the 
magnetometer survey have shown that the peridotite does not exist, and have failed 
to disoloae any secondary structures of economic interest* It is therefore 
suggested that no further work be done on this property.

"J. H. Ratcllffe"
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